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MY NATURE
JOURNAL 



Make a
map

Draw and describe the natural space you plan to explore. It might be
a local park or playground or a state or national park.  It could even
be your own backyard.



Take
notice

Find a favorite spot to sit for a few moments. Take five deep,
calming breaths. Then draw and describe what you see.



Try a treasure hunt Check each box as you find the treasure. 

Which treasure is your favorite? 

Which item was most difficult to find? 

Which did you find first? 

Did you notice anything during your hunt that you'd like to add to the list? 

flowers

 

leaves from different trees

 

bark

 

something white

 

a seed

 

a feather

 

something fuzzy

 

an acorn

 

something red

 

"y" shaped twig

 

something fuzzy

 

something beautiful

 

a pinecone 

 

a colored rock

 

a bird's nest

 

mushrooms

 

wild berries

 

moss

 

something sharp

 

a flat rock

 

a frog

 

an anthill

 

something with a hole in it

 

a walking stick 



Listen
well

What do you hear? Imagine these sounds of nature are a conversation
between the birds, trees, or other creatures. What do you think they
are saying? Draw a picture or write a brief story about what you hear.



Breathe
it in

Do you notice any unique smells? Draw and/or
describe four items that your nose notices.



Get
touchy

Take a rubbing of an interesting texture - like bark or a rock or a tree
stump. Lay this paper over the object you choose, then move a pencil or
crayon lightly across the surface. Write about what you chose and why.



Get
Closer!

Take a moment to look closely at one square foot of natural space.
Whether it is grass or sand, a tree stump or a puddle, notice the
details. Then, draw and describe what you see.



Bug
Out

Find and draw four different types of bugs. What would your natural
space be like if you were the size of a bug? Begin writing, "If I were
the size of a bug..." 



Watch and
learn

Pause at the next living creature you notice. Stay still
and observe your creature for as long as you can. Then,
draw and describe what you notice about it. What was
the creature? What did it do? Did anything surprise you?



Feature
creatures

Draw four creatures that catch your eye. Then
write a brief story or poem about your favorite.



Make a
"Wonder" List

Be curious! Can bees live in holes in the ground? What do
birds do during thunderstorms? When something puzzles
you, write it down. When you get home, look for answers
to your questions. 


